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"Absolutely Positively Enrolled - Love The Skin You're In"
Nurse Leadership
A White Paper by ACN 2015

Outlines the relevance of nurse leadership within the health care system, highlighting the connection between nurse leadership, workplace environment, staff retention and patient outcomes.

It describes the challenges that exist with regard to the recognition of the contribution of nurse leaders within the Australian health care system.

http://www.acn.edu.au/

"Absolutely Positively Enrolled - Love The Skin You're In"
Titles

- Nurses’ Aide
- Assistant in Nursing
- State Enrolled Nurse
- Registered Nurse Division 2

"Absolutely Positively Enrolled - Love The Skin You're In"
Nurse’s Aide’s alongside modern SENs
Remember these?
Australian Enrolled Nurse Courses

Diploma of Nursing

Advanced Diploma Streams
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Thank you
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